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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Dakota Lutheran Academy Records (SC 91), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

HISTORY

Dakota Lutheran Academy was founded in 1948 in Minot, N.D.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Collection of publications issued by the academy to include its 1955-1956 catalog; announcements bulletin for 1956-1957; printed address by the president Russell A. Peterson, entitled "In Christian Education, as in Water Face to Face;" 1956 issue of The Gleaner; and concert program for its choir.
FOLDER LIST

Folder Content

Collection of publications issued by the academy to include its 1955-1956 catalog; announcements bulletin for 1956-1957; printed address by the president Russell A. Peterson, entitled "In Christian Education, as in Water Face to Face;" 1956 issue of The Gleaner; and concert program for its choir.
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